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ABSTRACT

An unusually protracted retention of uranium in the chests of

certain workers at a uranium-processing plant has been reported in the

literature. This finding has implications for the protection of

current uranium workers and for health-effects studies of early

workers. It is shown that the limited data obtained postmortem that

have been reported do not reveal a significant unusually protracted

retention of uranium in the pulmonary region. or in the

tracheobronchial lymph nodes. Probable explanations of the disparate

findings are discussed. Data are presented on mortality from cancers

of lymphatic tissues among males who worked in the period from 1943 to

1947 at the Y-12 Plant, Tennessee-Eastman Corp., Oak Ridge. No

increased mortality from these cancers was evident.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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IHTRODUCTIi'K

In a 5000-day period of observation, West _et jsl. (Vte79) found an

apparently time-invariant compartment of retention of enricbed uranium

in the chests of three workers at « uranitni processing plant.- Of the

activitj' observed initially, 25-40% was estunateu to be in the time-

invariant compartment. In a 500-day period of observation, Pow.L-oy and

Noel (Pom81) found a single compartment with a half-life ranging from

511 to 1655 days in the chests of three workers in the uranium fuel-

fabrication industry. The data of Pomroj and Noex suggest that their

estimates of the half-life may be increased with further observation.

Association of the protracted retention observed by Wast et al«

with the lungs or with the tr acheobr onchia 1 lymph r.o-les (TLN) leads to

the conclusion that the absorbed dose to the lungs and TLN of the

workers in a fifty-yr period following intake could be five times that

predicted for insoluble (Class Y) uranium compounds by the ICRP lung

model (1CRP79) when lungs and TLN are combined as a single organ.

The existence of a sizeable time-invariant compartment has

implications for radiation protection guides and for health-effects

studies of early uranium workers. This paper presents analyses of

data reported in the literature relevant to the retention of inhaled

insoluble uranium compounds, reviews the characteristics of exposure

materials that contribute to variability in ret&ntion, and discusses

the implications of the findings. Relevant pathologic and

epidemiologic data are reviewed and findings are presented on

mortality from lymphatic cancers among cohorts of early uranium

workers.



RETENTION OF INSOLUBLE URANIUM COMPOUNDS

Observations In Vivo in Humans

Donoghue et al. (Do72) summarized the data reported by several

investigators on the retention of presumably insoluble uranium

compounds in the human chest. The half-life of the long-term

compartment observed JLn_ vivo in twelve workers ranged from 120 to

1500 days, with a median of 360 days. These data included the early

data on the three workers studied by West et al. discussed above. The

estimates of the long-term half-life in some of the other nina workers

might have been increased if the observations were continued for

longer periods.

The limit of detection of enriched uranium in the chest by

235

measurement of the 186-keV gamma ray of U was reported by Cofield

to vary with chest thickness and to average 48% of the maximum

permissible body burden (Cof60). According to the calibration data of

Cofield, the detection limit ranged from 230 to 420 Bq total activity

for chest thicknesses of 7 to 10 in. The mean of the results of the

twenty or so measurements of enriched uranium in the chest of each of

the three workers of West et al.. (We79) during the five most recent

years (1972 through 1976) was 312 to 426 Bq. The results on the three

workers were obtained with the counting method described by Cofield

(Cof60) and no indication was given uhat the detection limits for the

more recent measurements by Wast et_ al, (We79) were different from

those reported by Cofield in 1960. The time-invariant chest contents



in the three workers might thus have been at or below the limit of

detection of enriched uranium in a 10-in. thick chest. Presumably,

the accuracy of the estimated activity in the time—invariant

compartment is ultimately dependent upon the accuracy of the predicted

normal (pre-exposure) count rate of each of the three workers.

As mentioned above, the existence of a sizeable compartment of

protracted retention was supported by the data of Pomroy and Noel

(Pom81). These investigators reported values of percent retention of

natural uranium activity observed in the chests of three workers

following inhalation of both moderately soluble and insoluble UO,.

The relative sizes of the error bars of their plotted values of

percent retention indicated that the long-term activity was well above

the limit of detection, which Pomroy and Noel estimated to be about 3

mg natural uranium [75 Bq total activity], for a 30-min counting

period with two phoswich detectors positioned side by side 8 cm above

the subject's chest.

Measurements in vivo of uranium have not distinguished deposits

in the lung from those in the TLN or in the chest wall. Therefore,

one ieiat rely on analyses postmortem of tissues of uranium workers and

on results of animal experiments for these data.

Observations in Animals

West and Scott (We69) reported that solubility tests led to the

selection of three process combustion oxides containing enriched U3O3

as the most likely materials contained in the long-tana chest

compartments of the three workers discussed above. An inhalation



experiment was carried out on these materials with dogs by Bair at

Battelle Northwest Laboratory, who reported that the materials cleared

the lungs c,f the dogs with a half-life of about 120 days and did not

behave like the material in the three workers (Sc75).

Morrow et al. (Mor72) demonstrated the accumulation of uranium in

the extrapulmonary structures of the thoracic region in dogs over a

218-day period following inhalation of enriched 00... Measurements of

the 186-keV gamma rays from the intact and then eviscerated thorax

were carried out, and confirmatory analyses of alpha-particle activity

were made of the rib cage. The pooled retention data for the "lungs"

(activity in intact thorax less activity in eviscerated thorax)

revealed an 85% compartment with a half-life of 4.7 days and a 15%

compartment with a half-life of 34 days, while the pooled data on

retention of uranium in the intact thorax showed an 84% compartment

with a half-litre of 6.6 days and a 16% compartment with a half-life of

165 days. This behavior of moderately soluble (Class W) 00g in the

dogs led Morroi* et^ jil_. to suggest that the protracted retention of

presumably insoluble material in the chest reported by West and Scott

(We69) might be explained by an accumulation of uranium in the chest

wall owing to previous exposures to more soluble uranium compounds.

On the other hand, there is considerable evidence, from studies

postmortem of animals, for the transfer of uranium and plutonium from

the lungs to the TLN. Among dogs and monkeys exposed 6 hr per day, 5

days per week for 5 yr to high levels of U0 2 dust, the uranium

contents of the lungs and the TLN reached steady state values after

about 2 yr and 4 yr of exposure, respectively. Of the equilibrium



body content, > 90% was in the lungs and TLN. Similarly, for inhaled

Plutonium the pulmonary (bronchial) lymph nodes contained most of the

plutonium cleared from the lungs that remained in the body, resulting

in high concentrations in the TLN (La62,Th72,Ba74,ICRP79). It is

noteworthy that injected plutonium may accumulate in lymph nodes,

resulting in necrosis and fibrosis (Pa75).

Observations Postmortem in Humans

Limited data obtained postmortem are available on uranium

concentrations in the lungs and the TLN of humans. Examination

postmortem of tissues of early uranium workers disclosed much less

uranium in the lungs than was predicted (Ei75,Hu75). Donoghue et_ _al»

(Do72) reported low uranium levels in lung and lymph nodes in one

worker exposed to ^ O Q for ten yearn in a workshop with an average

concentration of 300 Ug U per ra air. Particle sizes do not appear to

explain fully the low retention.

Campbell ^t jijL. (Ca75) determined concentrations of uranium in

the tissues of nine potentially exposed workers who died 6 to 16 yr

after first employment. Details of the uranium exposures of the

workers were limited. In three of four workers with significant lung

or TLN concentrations, concentrations in the TLN were higher than

those in the lung. Data on one worker, Case 1-054, a machinist in

whom Campbell et^ ^1^. found the highest ratio of TLN-to-lung

concentration, serve to illustrate the metabolic and dosimetric

implications of a residual content of uranium in the lungs and TLN.

The machinist worked in a shop where uranium concentrations in air

lfcKfc



averaged 29 lig per m during machining* The primary exposure period

was about 3 yr and death occurred 13 yr later. The ratio of the

uranium content of the TLN to that of the lungs at the time of death

was estimated to be (488 ppb x 25.4g) * (11 ppb x 10 g ) , or 1.1.

METABOLIC AND DOSIMETRIC IMPLICATIONS

Retention of Uranium in the Lungs of Case 1-054

Based on the recommended values in ICRP30 (ICRP79) of 10 m air

inhaled per workday and 250 workdays per yr, Case 1-054 would have

inhaled 220 mg uranium in the three-year exposure period. In the ICRP

dosimetric model for the lung (ICRP79), a fraction Dp of the inhaled

material is presumed to be deposited in the pulmonary region, the

major compartment of retention in the lung. A fraction F of this

pulmonary deposit is presumed to be subject to long-term clearance.

The fraction D p varies inversely with the effective aerodynamic

diameter of the inhaled particles, and is estimated to be 0.25 for

particles of activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) 1 vun

(ICRP79). The fraction F varies with the solubility of the inhaled

material, and is estimated to be 0.6 for insoluble compounds (ICRP79).

Exposure and retention data for Case 1-054 are summarized in

Table 1, which includes estimates of the half life of uranium in the

lungs for various assumed values of the combined fraction 0 F

deposited in the long-term compartment. In estimating the half-lives,

it was assumed that long-term pulmonary retention is described by a

single exponential function of time, as in the ICRP model. Because



the exposure of the machinist occurred over a period of time, the

fractional retention function for an instantaneous intake was

integrated between the limits of time from last exposure to death (13

yr) and first exposure to death (16 yr), and the time integral was

then divided by the exposure period (3 yr) to obtain the expression

for protracted-intake retention in the lungs at death as a function of

the half-life T y. The half-lives in Table 1 were determined by

assuming equality between this expression and the ratio of the

estimated uranium content of the lungs at death (0.011 mg) to the

total uranium deposited (220 mg * D_F), i.e.,

-13yr«ln2/T1y -16yr»ln2/T , _ 0,011 mg
'2~ e /2) ~ '3yr.ln2 (e '2 e /2) 220mg • D F

where the half-life T \, is in yr.
'2

From the values in Table 1, it can be seen that an order of

magnitude decrease in the estimated fractional retention of uranium in

the lungs at death leads to a decrease of only 27% in the estimated

half-life. It is noteworthy that, of 350 presumably unexposed people

from whom tissues were taken at autopsy and analyzed by Campbell _e£

al. for uranium content, 18 (5.1%) showed uranium concentrations > 10

ug per kg lung tissue, with the highest value observed being 68 lig per

kg (Ca75). Thus the value of 11 yg per kg observed in the machinist

might actually represent an upper limit of occupationally-derived

residual uranium in the lungs. Consequently, the estimates of half-

life in Table 1 might also represent upper limits.

The ICBP lung model presumes a 500-day biological half life for



insoluble (Class Y) compounds deposited in the long-term compartment

of the pulmonary region if the true biological half life of the

inhaled insoluble material is unknown, and a deposited fraction D F of

0.15 is presumed if the true size distribution or AMAO of the inhaled

particles is unknown. A value of 0.0? for D F, which is consistent

with a 500-day half-life for the long-term compartment in the

machinist, implies an AMAD of about 3 Jim for inhaled particles

(ICRP79).

Retention of Uranium in the TLN of Case 11-054

In the ICRP lung model (ICRP79), a fraction b of the long-term

deposit q in the pulmonary region is presumed to be transferred to
cl

the TLN, and the remainder is presumed to be cleared to the

gastrointestinal tract and to body fluids. Because the rate constants

of radioactive decay of the naturally-occurring isotopes of uranium

are negligible compared to the rate constants of biological clearance,

the effective rate constants are virtually the same as the biological

rate constants. The rate of change of the uranium content q^ of the

TLN can thus be written

dqb/dt = bqaXa - q bX b , (2)

where A is the rate constant for clearance of uranium from the

pulmonary region,

A. is the rate constant for clearance of uranium from the

TLN,

and q , the uranium content of the pulmonary region, varies

with time t as e " ^ .
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If i..^ = 0 at the time a quantity qa(0) of uranium is deposited in

the long-term compartment of the pulmonary region, the solution of Eq.

2 can be written

b X
qb(t)/q (0) = x _ax (e'V - e~ a) , (3a)

a a b

where q>,(t) is the uranium content of the TLN at time t following

deposition of qa(0).

Eq. 3a breaks down in the case of Aa = A^, but

li^i +x [q^(t)/q (0)] still exists, as noted in ICBP30 (ICRP79). If
Aa b a

X and X^ are virtually equal, X^ + A can be substituted for Xa in Eq.

3a, so that X - A, =? A. Since A is very close to zero, e~ b - e~ a

= A t e b , and we can write

qb(t)/qa(0) = b X t e"
Xt , (3b)

where X = A = X, .

For estimation of the values of the parameters of the TLN

retention function (Eq. 3a,b), the ratio of the protracted-intake TLN

retention function to the protracted-intake lung retention function

was set equal to the ratio of the uranium content of the TLN (12.4 pg)

to that of the lungs (11 Ug) of Case 1-054, i.e..

l* ** at • qK(t)
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where ^b'^ i s t h e Product o f la*0' a n d E'* 3 a o r 3 b /

qa(t) = ' X t

and K = (In 2/500 days)(365.25 days/yr).
a

If the transfer fraction b is the maximal value of unity, the maximal

value of the rate constant X^ is obtained from Eq. 4. If X^ is the

minimal value of zero, the minimal value of b is obtained from Eq.

4. Values of b and of the time integral T, of retention of uranium in

the TLN of Case 1-054 are listed in Table 2 alongside corresponding

values (within the possible range) of half-life of uranium in the

TLN. The values of Tb, and that of the time integral T of retention

of uranium in the lungs, were obtained from the expression

Fy7

where, for T = T&, q(t)/qa(0) = e~ a ,

for T = Tjj, q(t)/qa(0; is given by Eq. 3a or 3b,

Xa = (In 2/500 days)(365.25 days/yr),

and where T is in yr.

Also listed in Table 2 are estimates of absorbed dose equivalent

obtained as described below.

Estimation of Absorbed Dose Equivalent

The absorbed dose equivalent D is estimated from the expression

D = D-,Tqa(0)/M , (6)

where D-# the unit integral dose-equivalent rate, is 0.0312 kg-Sv

per day-g Onafc,

. T '.•- •* . \ : r>'-'
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T, the retention integral, has the range of possible values

of Tb in Table 2 for the TLN, and is 721 days for

the lungs,

M, the tissue mass, is 0.015 kg for the TLN and 1 kg for

the lungs (ICRV75).

and q (0), the total uranium deposited in the long-term

pulmonary compartment, is (0.22 g) (0.07), or

0.0154 g (Table 1).

The TLN tissues analyzed by Campbell et al. (Ca75) reportedly included

some adnexal tissue, so that the Reference Man value of 0.015 kg for

the TLN mass (ICRP75) was used in Eq. 6 rather than the reported mass

of 0.0254 kg for the TLN tissue of Case 1-054. A quality factor of 20

was used in calculating the value of the unit integral dose-equivalent

rate D-.

The absorbed dose equivalent to the lung of Case 1-054 is 0.35

Sv. The absorbed dose equivalents to the TLN corresponding to the

sets of values of transfer fraction and half-life in Table 2 are

listed in Column 4 of Table 2. The mass of the TLN is about 2% of the

total mass of the lymphatic tissue (Poc66). Therefore, the dose

equivalent to the total lymphatic tissue would be only 2% of the TLN

dose.

The ICRP has recognized that large radiation doses may be

delivered to the TLN by insoluble radioactive material, but concluded

that irradiation of the lung is likely to be the more .limiting partly

because of the small mass of lymphatic tissue that may be at risk, and
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recommended that the lung and TLN be combined as a single organ of 1-

kg mass in estimating doses (ICRP79). The absorbed dose equivalents

to the lungs and TU3 of Case 1-054 combined as a single organ of 1-kg

mass are listed in Column 5 of Table 2. The data of Table 2 indicate

that the lung dose equivalent of 0.35 Sv is probably a reasonable

estimate of the dose equivalent to the lung and TLN combined,

especially since 100% transfer of uranium from the lungs to the TLN is

improbable.

COMPARISON OF RETENTION DATA

The highest ratio of TLN to lung uranium content and the most

protracted retention in the lung estimated from the limited human data

obtained postmortem are those for Case 1-054, the machinist studied by

Campbell et al. (Ca75). The most protracted retention of uranium in

the chest observed in vivo is that reported for the three uranium

workers studied by West _et̂  jil_. (We79). About 5300 days elapsed from

the midpoint of the 3-yr exposure of Case 1-054 to the time of his

death. The most recent measurements of the three workers reported by

West et al. were carried out about 5300 days after the initial

measurements.

In Table 3, the percentages of the initial long-term pulmonary

deposits observed in vivo at 5300 days in the three workers (Cases

Y-2, Y-4, Y-5) in two chest compartments that were fitted to the data

by West et al. (We79) are compared to the percentages observed

postmortem at 5300 days in the lungs and TLN of Case 1-054, and to the
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values for lungs and TLN expected by the ICRP lung model (ICRP79) at

5300 days following an instantaneous intake and at 5300 days from the

midpoint of a 3-yr protracted intake* In calculating the values of

percentage observed in vivo, it was assumed that the initial content

of the time-invariant compartment was zero and that uranium vras

transferred to the time-invariant compartment from the shorter-term

compartment. Thus, retention in vivo in the shorter-term compartment

was assumed to be 100% at the time of the initial measurement (t *

0). Percentages observed in vivo in the time-invariant compartment

and percentages predicted for che TLN by the lung model (ICRP79) were

obtained from Eg. 3a. The values of the parameters used in Eq. 3a

were:

Case No.

y-2
Y-4
Y-5
ICRP79

(day"1)

In 2/725
In 2/644
In 2/382
In 2/500

25
40
40
22.5
2.5

(day"1)

0
0
0

In 2/1000
0

The percentages observed postmortem were calculated on the assumption

that the total uranium initially deposited in the long-term pulmonary

compartment was equivalent to the average uranium content of 530 m of

workshop air.

The time integral for the combined lung and 7LN retention in Case

1-054 is between 63 and 96% of that expected from the ICRP lung

model. "?he high fraction retained in compartment B of the three
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workers of West et al. suggests ':hat compartment B in these workers

might represent i\ location in tlie chest other than lung or TLN.

Measurements of regions of the body other than the ches- might have

ruled out retention in bone. Measurements of the chest prior to

exposure in order to obtain a baseline gamma-ray spectrum might have

ruled out a normal count rate as the explanation of the time-invariant

compartment. The possibility should also be considered that the

exposures of the three workers occurred an appreciable time before the

initial measurements, so that the relative si^e of the time-invariant

compartment may have been overestimated.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION

In Table 4 are listed estimates of the Committed Dose Equivalent

H 5 Q (ICRP79) to compartments A and B in Cases Y-2, Y-4 and Y-5. The

dose equivalents were calculated from Eq. 6 with the following

parameter values: 1.3 • 10~ kg-Sv per day-Bq for the unit integral

dose-equivalent rate D^ for enriched uranium; a value of 1 kg for the

tissue-mass M; the values of qa(0) listed in Table 4, which are the

converted results of the initial chest measurements reported in

picocurie units by West and Scott (We69); and the values of the 50-yr

integrals of the retention functions fitted by West et al. (We79),

also listed in Table 4.

Unless compartment B represents retention in a tissue other than

lungs or TLN of mass appreciably lesa than 1 kg, an interpretation

that both compartments represented retention in lungs or TLN would be
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conservative with respect to non-stochastic effects, since a larger

value of HJJQ is estimated for the two compartments combined than is

estimated for either of the compartments separately. An

interpretation that both compartments represented retention in lungs

or TLN could be conservative with respect to stochastic effects also,

since the value of the weighting factor W T recommended in ICRi'79 for

stochastic risks in tissues of the thoracic region other than lung,

breast, or red marrow is well below the value of W T recommended for

lung and TLN combined. However, this conservatism might not hold if

thfe activity measured in compartment B resided in thoracic tissue

other than TLN of mass appreciably less than 1 kg.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HEALTH EFFECTS

The presence of possibly significant concentrations of uranium

observed postmortem . iri the TLN of humans and animals, and the

presently unexplained protracted retention observed in the chests of

some uranium workers suggest that in epidemiologic studies of early

uranium workers, late effects on lymphatic ti-.aues should be examined

in addition to lung and bone cancer. Attention should be given to

adenocarcinoma, as well as other histologic types of lung cancer,

because of the association between adenocarcinoma and high radiation

doses in dogs (Ba74) and rats (Sa76). Polednak ^t_ jal. (Pol82)

concluded that some early uranium workers may have received lung doses

of several sievert.

In experiments on dogs (Ba74) histopathologic changes in
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mediastiual lymph nodes following plutonium inhalation were not

detrimental; a similar conclusion may be drawn frora uranium inhalation

experiments on monkeys and dogs (Le70). On the ether hand, the

occurrence of a few suspected cases of lymphosarcoma in, dogs, and two

lymj. nosarcoraas and one multiple myeloma in uranium mill workers (Ar75)

indicates the ne=d for further study. It is noteworthy hhat

extramadullary multiple myelomas may originate in upper respiratory

passages and in lymph nodes, remaining localized for long periods of

time (Ho77). All lymphomas are characterized by lymphadenopathy

although only a small proportion originate in mediastinal nodes

(Ro74). No excess mortality from multiple myeloma or lymphosarcoma

has been reported to date among workers in early uranium processing

plants (Du80,Pol81).

EPIDEMIOLOGIC FINDINGS IN EARLY URANIUM WORKERS

Polednak and Frome (P0I8I) recently reported the results of long-

term follow-up studies of raortality as of 1974 among male workers

employed during the years 1943 to 1947 at the Y-12 Plant of the

Tennessee Eastman Corp. These findings showed no evidence of

increased mortality from lung cancer, from cancers of bone or of

blood-forming organs, or from cancers of lymphatic tissues. Specific

data on cancers of lymphatic tissues were not presented. In view of

the above discussion on the implications of the retention data for

health effects in lymphatic tissues, the lymphatic-cancer data are set

cut in Table 5, which lists by job category the observed and expected

• . ' , • < * : • •
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numbers of deaths from lymphosarcoma, other lymphatic cancers

including multiple myeloma, and Hodgkin's disease. Mortality ratios

(SMR) were generally low. The electrical workers had slightly though

not significantly elevated mortality ratios for lymphosarcoma and

other lymphatic cancers. Exposures to uranium dust are difficult to

quantify for the electrical workers, although they repaired equipment

in areas where dust levels were high (Pol81).

There was a wide and variable range of activity concentration in

the air of the various work areas of the Y-12 Plant in the years 1943-

1947 (Pol82). Polednak et^ _al_. used typical exposure levels in

estimating lung dose equivalents for son<a of the workers in Table 5

(Pol82). Of the 2051 alpha and beta chemistry workers in Table 5, 517

were alpha department workers presumed to have been exposed to natural

uranium in insoluble compounds (500-day half-life in lungs) at an

average concentration in air of 150 Vg (3.8 P~) per m , and 1351 were

beta department workers presumed to have been exposed to enriched

uranium in compounds of low solubility (250-day half-life in lungs) at

an average activity concentration in air of 8.3 Bq per m (Pol87. )•

The 183 remaining persons worked in both chemistry departments* The

total Committed Dose Equivalent to the lung for the 2051 chemistry

workers was estimated to be 2000 person-Sv (Pol82).

Although Polednak et al. used low-solubility half-lives in making

their dose estimates, they noted that the predominant compounds

involved were probably moderately soluble in lung fluids. The typical

levels quoted by Polednak et^ aX, exceeded the Derived Air

Concent- ;ion (DAC) of about 0.6 Bq per m recommended in ICRP30
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(ICRP79) for insoluble compounds, but they were below the DAC of 10 Bq

per m for moderately-soluble compounds,

The 6294 workers in Table 2 employed in alpha and beta process

departments (calutron operators) were exposed to uranium at various

stages of the enrichment process, mainly to UC1. and UF. with some

oxides present (Pol82). Prior to 1946, the predominant compound

involved was UCl^ with average uranium concentrations in air ranging

from 25 to 40 yg per m . Corresponding activity concentrations nay

have ranged from about 5 Bq per m for alpha process (low-enrichment)

workers to perhaps 50 Bq per m for beta process (high-enrichment)

workers in the period 1943-1945. In the period 1946-1947, the alpha

process had been discontinued and the predominant compound involved in

the beta process was UF^, at activity concentrations in air of < 0.8

Bq per m . about 3400 of the 6294 process workers were employed for

at least one year. With the exception of the pre-1946 beta process

workers, the l-.ng-dose equivalents of the process workers were

estimated to be considerably lower than- those of the chemistry workers

(Pol82).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The fractional deposition of inhaled uranium in the pulmonary

region varies inversely with the size of the inhaled particles

(ICRP79). The less soluble the inhaled material in lung fluids, the

more protracted is the retention in the lungs and TLN (ICRP79).

Solubility may depend on particle size and shape (Pa72), but the
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thermal history of the inhaled material may be more important than

particle size in determining solubility (Coo74). West and Scott had

suggested that differences in particle size and thermal history might

explain the more protracted retention of insoluble uranium in the

chests of certain of their workers compared to that observed in other

uranium workers and in animals (We69), while Morrow jelt JLL. suggested

that a spectrum of solubilities may be involved in any inhalation

exposure (Mor72).

The ICRP lung model does not consider particle size or thermal

history in the general assignment of uranium compounds to the three

solubility classes of the model (ICRP79). Thus, U02 is assigned to

inhalation class Y (insoluble) in tha ICRP metabolic model for uranium

(ICRP79). However, Pomroy and Noel reported that UO2 powder is a

class W (moderately soluble) material, and that the process of

sintering UO™ powder pressed into cylindrical slugs converts UO- from

a class W to a class Y material (Pom81).

Particle sizes were not reported for the postmortem case 1-054

(Ca75) discussed earlier. Large particles could have resulted in

lower fractional transfer to the TLN (Pa72,Th72). Scott and West

(Sc64) reported that mean particle sizes ranging from < 1 in to 10 p

were involved in exposures to their workers? aerodynamic diameters

would have been considerably larger. For this wide range of particle

sizes, retention of uranium in the chest could have been markedly

affected (Pa72,Th72). For particle sizes of 3.5-6.0 pm AMAD, Donoghue

et al. (Do72) found unexpectedly low retention postmortem in lymph

nodes and lungs of a worker exposed to high concentrations of U^Og in
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air. Breathing-zone concentrations for the worker may have been lower

than the average workshop concentration of uranium. Deposition and

retention of uranium might also vary with the concentration of

uranium.

The unusually protracted retention of uranium in the chest has

been observed in a very small fraction of exposed workers. It is

difficult to asess the significance of the protracted retention with

respect to recommended limits on Intake of uranium, because it is

observable only if the chest activity is above the limit of

detection. It would seem prudent to strive for a lowering of the

limit of detection of uranium JJI vivo, especially of enriched

uranium; to obtain baseline count rates of new workars? to carry out

measurements ix± vivo. o f workers at appropriate intervals whether or

not an intake is suspected; and to include techniques for the

determination of uranium in bone, such as that used for plutonium by

Cohen et al. (Coh75) or that used for americium by Toohey and Essling

(T08O).

The Uranium Registry (Mar79) should provide useful data on the

retention of uranium, especially if efforts are focused on obtaining

tissues postmortem of workers at early plants where data are available

on uranium levels in air and on particle sizes — e.g., at the Y-12

Plant of the Tennessee-Eastman Corp. in Oak Ridge (1943-1947) and at

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works in Missouri (Mas59).

On balance, the available data on the retention of uranium in the

chest and the negative results of the epidemiologic study of the early

uranium workers, many of whom were exposed to high concentrations of
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uranium in air (Pol82), suggest that the annual limits on intake of

inhaled uranium recommended in ICRP30 (ICRP79) are properly

conservative. It would seem prudent to continue the epidemiologic

follow-up of the early uranium workers.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Exposure and retention data for Case 1-054 (Ca75). D F is

the fraction of the inhaled material assumed to have been

deposited in the long-term compartment of the pulmonary

region.

Table 2. Estimated values for Case 1-054 of TLN retention-function

parameters and dose equivalents to the TLN and to lungs and

TLN combined as a single organ of 1-kg mass. The lung-

retention integral T is 721 days and the dose equivalent

to the lung is 0.35 Sv.

Table 3. Comparison of data on the retention of uranium in two

compartments of the chest at 5300 days and the expectations

of the ICRP Lung Model. The observations in vivo were made

5300 days after the initial measurements. The observations

postmrrtem were made on the tissues of a machinist who died

5300 days after the midpoint of a 3-yr period of exposure.

Table 4. Fifty-year retention integral T^Q and Committed Dose

Equivalent H C Q for two compartments of retention in the

chest observed by West et al« (We79). A tissue mass of

1 kg was assumed for each compartment.

Table 5. Mortality from cancers of lymphatic tissues among male

workers employed in the years 1943-1947 at the Y-12 Plant

of the Tennessee-Eastman Corp. Expected numbers of deaths

were based on person-years of follow-up to 1974 and on

death rates for U.S. white males (Mon74). The columns
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headed SMB. list the Standardized Mortality Ratio (observed

no. * expected no.) and 95-percent confidence interval

based on the Poisson assumption.
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Table 1. Exposure and retention data for machinist Case 1-054
(Ca75). D F is the f. action of the inhaled material
assumed to have been deposited in the long-term compartment
of the pulmonary region.

Exposure period

Year of death

U concentration in air

Total U inhaled

U retained in lungs

U retained in TLN

Half life in lungs (days)

1943 - 1946

1959

29 jig per m

220 mg

11 Ug

12 yg

416 (D F = 0

452 (DP =• 0.15)

500 (DP = 0.07)

567 (D F = 0.03)
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Table 2. Estimated values for Case 1-054 of TLN retention function
parameters and dose equivalents to the TLN and to lungs and
TLN combined as a single organ of 1-kg mass. The lung-
retention integral T is 721 days and the dose equivalent
to the lung is 0.35 Sv.

Assumed
Half Life
in TLN
(days)

262

500

1000

CO

Calculated
Transfer
Fraction, b

1.

0.15

0.015

0.00079

Time Integral
of Retention
in TLN, Tb

(days)

377

108

20.5

3.6

Dose
Equivalent
to TLN

(Sv)

12

3.5

0.66

0.12

Dose
Equivalent
to Lung + TLN

(Sv)

0.53

0.40

0.36

0.35

S^ffej
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Table 3. Comparison of data on the retention of uranium in two compartments of the chest at
5300 days. The observations JLn_ vivo were made 5300 days after the initial
measurements. The observations postmortem were made on the tissues of a machinist
who died 5300 days after

Source of Data

Observed In Vivo (we?9)

Observed Postmortem (Ca75)

Expected from lung Model (ICRP79)
Single Intake
3-Yr Intake

the midpoint of a

Case
No.

Y-2
Y-4
Y-5

1-054

—

Percent

3-yr period

Retained
in Compartment
A

(Lung?)
0.63
0.33
0.0067

(Lung)
0.071

(Lung)
0.064
0.071

B

(?)
24.8
39.9
40.0

(TLN)
0.080

(TLN)
3.6
3.6

of exposure.

Retention Integral
for Compartment

A
(days)

(Lung?)
1040
926
551

(Lung)
721

(Lung)
721
721

B
(days)

(?)
1065
1750
1900

(TLN)
3.6-377

(TLN)
423
423
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Table 4. Fifty-year retention integral. T5Q and Committed Dose
Equivalent Hj-g for two compartments of retention in the chest
observed by West et al. (We79). A tissue mass of
1 kg was assumed for each compartment.

Case No.

Y-2

y-4

y-5

Initial
Activity

(Bq)

1520

810

780

T50
for Compartment

A B
(days) (days)

785

557

331

4566

7305

7305

H50
for Compartment

A B
(Sv) (Sv)

1.55

0.59

0.34

9.02

7.69

7.40
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Table 5. Mortality from cancers of lymphatic tissues among male workers employed in the years 1943-1947 at
the Y-12 Plant of the Tennessee-Eastman Corp. Expected numbers of deaths were based on person-
years of follow-up to 1974 and on death rates for U.S. white males (Mon74). The columns headed
SMR list the Standardized Mortality Ratio (observed no. * expected no.) and 95-percent confidence
interval based on the Poisson assumption.

Job Category

Lymphosarcoma
(ICD200)

Obs.
No.

Exp.
No. SMR

Other Lymphatic
Tissue

(ICD202,203)
Obs.
No.

Exp.
No. SMR

Hodgkin's Disease
(ICD201)

Obs.
No.

Exp.
No. SMR

Alpha and Beta 1
Chemistry (N=2051)

All Alpha and Beta 7
Departments (N=8345)+

Electrical Workers (N=1172) 3

Office and Other (N=9352)

1.67 0.6

8.89 0.8
(0.3-1.6)

1.55 1.9
(0.4-5.7)

13.59 0.5
(0.2-1.1)

1.54

7.53

1.17

10.57

1 1.67 0.6

(0

(0

(0

0 . 4
.08-1

1.7
. 2 - 6 .

0 . 6
. 2 - 1 .

. 2 )

2)

2)

4

0

5

7 .

1.

8 .

06

01

30

(0

(0

0 . 6
. 2 - 1 .

0

0 . 6
. 2 - 1 .

5)

4 )

Includes the 2051 alpha and beta chemistry workers plus operators of calutrons (see Pol81 for details).


